BRAIN TEASER

JOHN FERGUSON
Silver Spring, Maryland

Place a new word in front of each word on this list, forming either another word or a common two-word phrase. What do the 102 new words have in common? Where does LOOSE belong on this list? (Hint: the new words are arranged in alphabetical order.)

deep        color        viper
enemy       face         silver
wrestle     drop         admiral
scratcher   feeling      tickler
dancer      cut          top
pressure    kerchief     beer
language    quarters     led
over        attack       test
eyard       piece        city
buddy       away         dig
line        hooray       patch
wash        breaker      swipe
work        account      key
taking      bean         flint
table       high         cap
beat        ball         survivor
kin         dog          spot
out         horn         brother
don         age          tingling
on          stick        pump
skin        wurst        list
block       cloth        shirt
nut         fish          down
aware       reader       bells
cob         sting        lozenge
prince      organ        tack
major       bound        paper	hen         cup          dance
grease      polish       tied
witness     orange       brush
card        lace         line
chance      gas          coat
board       gay          hog
print       leaf         watch

Answers are in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.